
TYPO3.Flow - Bug # 49021

Status: Resolved Priority: Must have
Author: Robert Lemke Category: Session
Created: 2013-06-11 Assigned To: Robert Lemke
Updated: 2013-06-11 Due date:
PHP Version: 5.4
Has patch: No
Complexity: medium
Affected Flow version: Flow 2.0.0 beta 2
Subject: Session garbage collection is non functional
Description

In the current state of Flow, expired sessions are not correctly removed from the session storage cache - the Garbage Collection is
triggered, but the session info entries remain in the cache directory. This results in hundreds and thousands of cache entries after a
while.

Associated revisions
Revision f243be48 - 2013-06-11 11:50 - Robert Lemke 

[BUGFIX] Session garbage collection is non-functional

Fixes an issue with the newly introduced session handling which resulted
in a big amount of orphaned cache entries due to a non-functional
garbage collection. In combination with a non-optimized implementation
of the garbage collector, this resulted in very long request times if
thousands of entries existed.

Change-Id: I8398500fea64aff3a845429e4aafb5c72da71dae
Resolves: #49021
Releases: master, 2.0

Revision 32d97dcf - 2013-06-11 12:28 - Robert Lemke 

[BUGFIX] Session garbage collection is non-functional

Fixes an issue with the newly introduced session handling which resulted
in a big amount of orphaned cache entries due to a non-functional
garbage collection. In combination with a non-optimized implementation
of the garbage collector, this resulted in very long request times if
thousands of entries existed.

Change-Id: I8398500fea64aff3a845429e4aafb5c72da71dae
Resolves: #49021
Releases: master, 2.0

History
#1 - 2013-06-11 11:34 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review
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Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/21332

#2 - 2013-06-11 11:50 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/21332

#3 - 2013-06-11 12:28 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch 2.0 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/21333

#4 - 2013-06-11 14:35 - Anonymous
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:32d97dcfa6b16ad5361ed1a94417e9951a347435.
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